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THE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT THE SURFACE OF MARS
Karl D. Rakos'
Summary
Photometric observations of eclipses of rhobos
by Mars were carried out by a new photoelectric
scanning technictue for the purpose of estimating;
Martian atmospheric pressure on the surface of
the planet. An upper limit of 30 mb for the pres-
sure at a mean temperature of 200° K was obtained.
The observations show strong evidence of particle
absorption at high levels in the atmosphere. The
data suggest that the absorption level which causes
the so-called `blue haze" is not higher than 10 kin
above the surface of the planet. The question as
to what value should be adopted for the surface
pressure on Mars can be solved by first answering
the question as to what distribution of solid par-
ticles in the atmosphere is the most probable.
Introduction
Determination of the Martian surface pressure
has been attempted by numerous investigators.
The earlier measurements are reviewed by de Vau-
eouleurs (1). Recently Dollfus (2, 3) has published
his measurements of polarization across the disk at
different phase angles and different colors. The
principal difficulty affecting all of these photo-
metric and polarimetric investigations fi; that of
distinguishing between the am.;unt of light scat-
tered by the Martian surface, by the solid particles
in the atmosphere and by the atmosphere itself.
The surface pressure can be computed also
from the pressure broadening of the lines in the
Martian band spectrum of CO._. The first results of
the spectroscopic method (4) disagree by an order
of magnitude from previously accepted values,
which were based on photometry and polarimetry.
Other spectroscopic measurements made by num-
erous investigators in 1984 and 1985 have confirmed
the disagreements mentioned above.
This difference of pressure represents a very
° The author is a staff member of the University Obser-
vatory at Graz, Austria.
substantial difference in the cost of landing ve-
hicles on Mars; at a very low pressure, rockets
must be used; while at higher pressure, one could
use parachutes.
Another way of determining the density of the
Martian atmosphere is from photoelectric measure-
ments of the eclipses of the Martian satellite Pho-
bos. Such measurements are extremely difficult.
Phobos is fainter than Mars by a factor of10 5 and
at the time of egress or ingress not i.. - than 4 to
5 seconds of are distant from the Martian limb.
Theoretically, an occultation of Phobos or of a
star could also be used for such measurements.
Unfortunately, the phase of Mars does not exceed
one second of are and an occultation of a star
brighter than tenth magnitude seldom occurs.
Since the author believed that the chance of
successfully making eclipse measurements would
be small and to avoid any loss of light, he decided
against the use of color filters. The forthcoming
Martian oppositions should provide much better
opportunities to make these measurements, be-
cause of the shorter distance between the earth and
Mars. Such photometric data should give more in-
formation about the nature of the solid particles in
the Martian atmosphere.
Equipment and Observations
Precise photoelectric measurements of Phobos
near Mars cannot be made by using a circular dia-
phragm in conventional photoelectric equipment.
The scattered light of Mars in the earth's atmos-
phere and in the optical system of a telescope rules
out the possibility of making successful measure-
ments of this kind.
New equipment, described as a photoelectric
area scanner, was therefore developed (5). A scan-
ning speed £)r the moving slit of ten scans per
second was used throughout the program. This
number of scans was found to permit good resolu-
tion because the moments of best seeing can be
captured in this way by single scans. On the other
f
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hand, if the wim1 ►er of so, ails is too groat, tlic • total
1111ulbi'l of pbotoelcctron. for I .in^lc .c,cn \\;II
I ► rt ► \t • ill,tdt-tlll,ttc
'Fl i t . .lit \\ idt l t %%a% acllto.tcd (o 10 , ► lit run% and
the length if tilt- .lit to) 5M micron. (n .c;tttninl;.
tilt' slit \%as mo \cd frot t l it position (line st-comis
of arc imav Mull the lillib of Mar% to \\ ithin all
.u ► gul.u . dist;lrtcc of Ill ► c ► Ilt om • second. \1 licit the
ctltliplucut is adjtl.tcd in this \\ • a y and t ► scd \\ lilt
tilt- m-\\ 61 - inch astrotuctric rcficctor- of the 1'. S,
\it\ it  ( )I ► .cr\ ator\ in F I;tg.taff, om • get., accorcl-
iIt, to condition. of the . k \, 1)(-t\% (-( . It 30 and 50
pbotoc • Icc • h rons for it singlc scan .(dross tllc­ unapt c
lit l'hol ►os. 'I'Itk fact indicatt-s tilt- ituporhtnc•e o1
using a tcicscop( - \\ itII I.u'gt- it 1)( . 011 re, good inIit ;(­ ,
it ► d ., IniIIitnIttn of So. ,I It( rccl ligh t ( )f tilt• tcic.copes
a yailablu in Flagstaff, the nc\\ 61-inch astr•otuctric
rl-flector of tilt . l', S. \.t y al Observator y bt,st s;ttis
fic.l the se' rctlt ► ircmcnts. The a ►► tl ► or \\ ides to e\
press his apprcc•iation to Kaj \a. Strand and the
staff of tilt , Naval ( )bse rvator y Flagstaff Station for
tilt, priyilcgc of using this fine tt,lesc opt- and tor•
their most effec;i ye assistance during the course of
the observations. Ile is co l uall y grateful to Artlim-
A. Ile ag atoll to tilt, astronc ►n ► crs c ►f Fitt Peak Na-
tional ( bservatory for the pri y iicge of t ► sing the
84-inc•h telescope on t () nights during the second
run of observations in Jt ► ne 1965.
'I'll cxpericiwe ubtaincd with ti ► t,%e hyo vlt,s-
cc►pt-s during two, di ffercnt parts of tilt- year and ill
hyo different locations—Flagstaff and Kitt Peak—
shows that tilt, highest perccntage of urrc ►rs will be
introduced by the scattercd light of Mars u ► the
ncighborl ► ood of the imago c ►I' Phobos. Neither the
small number of photoelectrons in it single scan
and the resultant statistical scattering, nor the
effects of seeing are of such paramount importance.
The had seeing affects tilt- accuracy c►f tilt , oh-
servations ntucl; mo rc indirectl y by increasing tilt,
scattered Martian light in the earth's atmosphere
than directly by tilt, broadening of the• image of
Phobos.
'I'hc ,ulloltnt of .(attcred ligl ► t challgcs, \\ itl ► itl
► t;oo I apprtt\I111 1111 ► t , t-\poncn'I,tll\ \\ ► tl ► tilt- dl.-
1,111(c I1e 0111 tit(- Ill;llt r 111 tilt-' .kv T c c110allt t'
frcttn I'bobo. (o the Int ► b c ► I Mar% is clo.c to om•
11,11! of tilt, \I,trti,ut diamc • tc • r.	 II ► i. mc,nts that tilt-
ratio of si:tttcrcd light to tilt- brit;lltnc-.. o) Pllc ► lms
c 11,cut;c's	 ciabl\ \\ itll tl ► c • di.talicc c:!	 Mars
It-( )111
	
c • ;trtII	 Till , i , arc rtt, ► n y oilier'	 factors,	 too,
\\ Ilic
 it sholdd lit- t;tken into considt-ration, .itch a%
the da kncs. of the night sk\ , tilt c • or► terlt of du.l
in the ;lir ;tit(' not Ica.t, configuration in tilt- .ky
dc.cribcd ',\ tilt- orbital eicrnews o cf artl ► , Mars
and 1'146(.,. 'I'hc author \\ kht,s to e\press his ap-
prcciation for tilt- ver y valuable a..istattcc giycn
Ililn	 lib y 	a y nor L. Dmic •otubc of tilt- U. S, N.ty.tl
OI ► .t-ryator\ for • pnn iding the c-phermeris of Phobos.
As Int•ntionc(l in an curlier paper li), cac•h
scan is di.pla ycd o- ► the screen of an os<•illoscopc
Mid photogr •aphcd by it continuall y n ► oy in g file ►
c.uuera. To spart- film rnatcrial mid to make till-
reductions more cou y enicnt, appro0natel y four
cunscctttive scans \\ ere
 contained within cyery
single s\\ ccp of tit(- oscillosc apt,. Figure 1 shows
an cnlargente t of the filet with it set of four scans.
The scattcrecl light causes the backgrouml
noise to increase as the slit approaches the planet.
This is clearly seen on e:tc•h s .-all in the figure. One
call also recognize the response clue to Phobos near
the middle of the sear. \\'hen not in eclipse a
signal frail, Phobos was detectable in about two
ot ► t of three scans. Also, at ten minute intervals,
it time mark \\ •as displa yed on the oscilloscope-
Reduction of the Observations
As (Nl-scribcd in till- previous section, the bright-
ness of Phobos \yhen n ► casured from a single scan
has it ycry h)w accuracy. The author tried to list-
threc different methods of reduction for this very
c\tensive observational rnatcrial.
In the first, hl- selected the best scans and
estimated tilt- area on the film given by photo-
electrons from Phobos. This did not produce good
Figure 1. An enlargement of the recording film with it set of four scans taken on January 11, 1965,
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Yresults, since it was difficult to decide which scans
were the best ones.
In the secon:l method, he tried to average out
the statistical fluctuations by making composite
prints of 25 consecutive scans and to get a mean
from these. The results were fair.
The third method, which proved to be the
fastest one and also gave the best means, con-
sisted of visually estimating each mean from a
corresponding set of about 100 consecutive scans.
First it was decided which scans were useful or
useless. Useless scans were those whichshowed too
much scattered light because of bad seeing. On
an average less than 25 percent of all scans were
rejected. The proportion of useful scans provided
the weight for each mean. In each useful scan, the
area given by photoelectrons frorn Phobos was
estimated. The signal intensity was estimated as
0, 1, 2, or 3. To prevent systematic errors and the
accumulation of personal errors on any one part
45
	
10	 20	 30 min.
January 11, 1%5
10	 ` •	 •
•
45
f0	 20	 JP min.
of the film, each set of 100 scans was estimated
many times regardless of its position on the film.
Also, the estimations were made without any knowl-
edge on the part of the observer regarding the
phase of the eclipse.
The mean value between five to eight of such
sets, according to their weight, was formed in order
to get all observational points of equal mean error.
This resulted in about one observational point for
each minute of time. This kind of - Juction of the
material obtained in January, JIW5, , gives useful
accuracy compatible with an acceptabl e time con-
stant which, in turn, is of course closely related to
the eclipse duration. The eclipses observed in Jan-
uary are very favorable from this point of view.
They are all grazing eclipses in contrast to the
eclipses observed in June. It is assumed for pur-
poses of calibration that the transparency of the
earth's atmosphere and the sensitivity of tl a equip-
ment were constant within a range of ±,, percent
LO	 ^ • •
AS
0	 10 min.
January 15, 1965
•
i
5
i
•
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0	 10	 20 min.
January 14, 1965
	
June 29 9
 1965
Figure 2. Eclipses of Phobos observed in January and June 1965.
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over it period from 10 minutes before the start of
all until 10 minutes after its end. Also, the
sky brightness was subtract ed from the readings
for Phobos, Becatise sometimes the statistical dis-
tribution of photoelectrons from the sky had formed
peaks, similar to peaks made by Phobos, it was
necessary to get the readings for the sk y during
the time when Phobos was not detectabie in the
sky, background. This nceans that Phobos was then
closer than one second of are to the limb of Mars.
The ratio between readings for Phobos and for
the sky gives it simple way of judging the accuracy
of observations oil 	 nights. A comparison
of observations made oil nights in January
showed no significant difference from one night to
another. The ratio was of the order of 0.9. In June
it was generally smaller, namel y of the order of
0.25. This large difference can be explained pri-
marily by the different content of solid particles
in the earth's atmosphere. In springtime, there are
seasonal storms in the whole Arizona desert. A
second reason for it lies in the difference in the
brightness of Phobos. In June, Phobos was 0.7
magnitude fainter than in January. Unfortunately,
the progress of the eclipses in June was appreciably
faster than for the grazing eclipses observed in
January. In order to have the same resolution of
the light curve, the time constant for each mean
observational point in June should have been one-
third of that used in January. Therefore, the June
observations are not very suitable for studying the
loss of light in the Martian atmosphere.
Eclipses observed in January and one of the best
observations obtained in June are shown in Fig-
ure 2.
The eclipses in June are very convenient for
checking the predicted time of immersion in and
emersion of Phobos from the Martian shadow. The
observations in January show effective disagree-
ment between the calculated position of Phobos in
its orbit as given by the orbital elements of Struve
(6) and the observed time of eclipses. The observa-
tions in June agree very well with the results from
January. According to these observations, Phobos
has advanced in its orbit nearly 40 degrees beyond
its ephemeris position. This, of course, strongly in-
dicates that the orbital elements of Phobos n.:ed to
be revised.
Fundamental Relationships
The loss of light measured in magnitudes at an
elevation z above the Martian surface at the sun-
light passes through the Martian atmosphere is
given by the geometricalphase of the eclipse, the
molecular scattering of light in the atmosphere, the
refraction of light and the possible absorption by
solid particles.
In general, all computations were made on
the assumption that the diameter of Phobos is
negligible. Since the diameter of Phobos is general-
ly quoted as about la km, and since the height of
the Martian atmosphere involved in this experi-
ment ran be ten times its great, the diameter of
Phobos can, for our purposes, be considered negli-
gibly small. Also the surface brightness of Phobos
call considered uniform and, since the observa-
tions usual)y encompassed only 15 minutes of time,
one can safely assume that the rotation of Phobos
has not influenced the results. Ho never, it cannot
be assumed that the diameter of the still is also
negligible.
Geometrical Considerations. The still divided
into 20 equal segments parallel to the Martian hori-
zon, and the brightness of each of these segments
was expressed in units of the total solar brightness,
ticking into account the effects of limb darkening.
The loss of light for all segments together was used
as a total loss at an elevation z of the center of the
still above the Martian surface.
D ►r^etlon to
M.^r• ♦ n0 Nna000
Figure 3. Ceometrical relations pertaining t-) the brightness
of solar segments.
The calculation of the segments mentioned
above was carried out in the following way:
The brightness of a surface element on the sun
is given by a linear limb darkening law,
= const (1 + /3'cos y)	 (1)
where #'= Limb darkening coefficient
y =Angle between the direction to
Mars and Phobos and the perpen-
dicular to the sun's surface
r = Radius of the sun
and from Figure 3
sin y = x
z
—' 4-
—
r
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Cos y 	 1	 rg
by transformation
xe YI .
r x ,	 r ^° Y
following
the formula (1) will be
I • cOnst (1 i /3'x/1-- ( x' 4 yi )
By assuming that the brightness of a segment is
givenby the product of a function A(x) and a
width of the segment dx,
the total light intensity of the still 	 be
, ►
A(x) dx = 1
The function A(x) dx expre:. sed as it fraction of the
total light intensity of the still 	 given by
V 1_x
f I +	
dy
A(x) _ -yy°
+t
Ir
	 ( 1 +a' 1-- (7+ y 2 ) )	 dy dxJ	 .
._^ ► y=°
These are simple integrals and their solution is
2 1—x2 + 2/ (1—x2)
A(x) _
1 + ^ f3'
The brightness of the first 10 solar segments, I N , is
given in Table I. These values are symmetrical with
respect to the other ten segments.
TABLE I
Brightness of Solar Segments
No. 1. No. 18
1 0.011 6 0.059
2 .023 7 .065
3 .034 8 .068
4 .045 9 .070
5 0.052 10 0.073
The progress of the geometrical eclipse (neg-
lecting the effects of the Martian atmosphere) can
be determined as a function of z and i ( see Figure
4) by simple geometrical relations involving the
J
J
Figure 4. The solar eclipse by Mars as seen from Phobos.
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Figure 5. Computed light curve of Phobos for i = r when
effects of Martian atmosphere are neglected.
radius of Mars, the orbital elements of Phobos, and
the sun 's distance.
Figure 5 shows the computed light curve of
Phobos (neglecting the effects of Martian atmos-
phere) in a light intensity scale as a function of
time for
i = r
s;
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The exact value of i is unknown. The error in i
is directly related to the error in estimating z in
Figure 9. This parameter may he kettat variable by
moving the observational data in a liorizontal dir-
ection in Figure 0 torochice the best Bt for dif-
ferent atmospheric models for Mars. Of course, the
error in i will be most serious only for very low
values of Z.
Atolecukir Scattering. The second term to be con.
sidered in the determination of the loss of light in
the Martian atmosphere is the molecular scattering.
Let k d be the absorption coefficient for one Mar.
tian air mass; this term would correspond to as-
tronomical extinction. Consequently, the absorp-
tion will he a product of k d and the total mass of
Mart ian atmosphere at a certain level above the
surface of the 	 and parallel to it. The total
absorption wou^
lanet
d he
k a M,
where M is the total mass ofgases measured in
units of once Martian air mass and can be computed
in the following way:
Let
	
	 R = Radius of Mars in kilometers
z=Altitude above surface of Mars
in kilometers
e ­--Base  of natural logarithm.
Let us also assume that the change in the density
of the atmosphere with height f:allows an exponen-
tial law.
Figure 6. Geometrical re' ►tions for computation of total
air mass perpendicular to the radius of the planet.
Represented in Figure 6 is a light beam with
a vertical cross section Oz as it traverses the Mar-
tian atmosphere. It is divided into n regions ac-
cording to their density. The volume of each region
should be multiplied by its density function. The
sum of all n products divided by the similar sum
made for a light beam perpendicular to the surface
of the planet gives the total mass of gases at the
level z measured in units of one Martian air mass.
'MV equatienns used in obtaining this total mass
of gas at a level - are as follows. The %um of all
Croducts of the volume of each region multiplied
lay its density function is:
C(AI3 ) Az- 	 e, rl^c,,:^^
L( BC + 11a)	
a t+< <	 a. ►^
r(r.n a r) 4z	 a #( a tat a^
	......
(
LL
AB) - vr(—]R T .Iz)a - ( Ii+ z) 7 _: 2 ( R+z)^„
( BC ab )
(CD +be)
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VS e 204a -
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The function f(fl)
	 N/n f^ .. ftn
was computed on an IBM 1820 computer. The run.
ning number n was so chosen that
n
I— e, 
jin 	 e,-In <0.000I
► 	 ►
2 Vr2(R'+ w )Az
(V3 1) 2(R+z),Iz
i A.z).iza W ` 1 ), C1 -+
	
2e 0.18 +
e 2paz
 + V -2 e 
aNaI
	, 2 e Max +V-2
-	 V -^
%/35 e cu.Is } ....^
i
i
i
I
J^
1
IF 1
ft	 f(E i*)
(1.0.'5(1 7 41.02
.052 71,141
05 .1 —60 ,138 
.0.56 66.63
058 63.21
,ow 60.06
.080 .38.4 1
0.100 27.81
and /3 is it known relation
In M11
i '1•
in Mean molecular weight
inn Mass of the hydrogen ittom
Roltintann's constant
K Cravitatona) acceleration on the surface of
Mars
T - Absolute temperature
Assuming that the Martian atmosphere has the
sane molecular weight and the same dielectrical
constant as the earth's ahmosphere it can be written
k'.	 Ni -	 (3)
M d nu •ans one Martian air mass, similarly NI d
one earth air mass. The formula (3) can be trans-
formed for the surface pressure by
Pa , M6ga and Pa
	
Ma lta
to	 k' dP A- g6	 (4)
k-6 — Pig;
and k' d should be corrected for different molecular
weights and different dielectrical constants of gases
on Mars by using Rayleigh 's formula of scattering:
k	 87r' (F
	_ 
8Om( F--_1).®
3NA 4 	3paq
e = Dielectric constant of gas
N = Number of molecules
m =--Mean  molecular weight
p = Density of gas
k d should also be multiplied with the correction
factor
M6 (e 6 —1) z
and (Pd —1)2'
The formula (4) can now be expressed as
P	 1.5X103k8m6 ( f a -1)2	 (5)
m,^ (ed --1)i
We assume that k 6 = 0".254 for the spectral range
given by the spectral response of soar radiation,
the absorption in the earth 's atmosphere and the
%pectral reslmnse of the photometer. generally, the
wavelen th de x^ndence of absor ption by a gas or
by solid ^partic^es a :u ► bc^ very different. 1^ ruin this
Point of view, the effective wavelength for gas
absorpton will he different from that for absorption
by solid particles for the same broad spectral
range. For this reason, it is better to present the
total spectral range of the optical system by a
diagram. Figure 7, instead of using the w tr, ef-
fective wavelength.
Figure 7. The relative spectral response of the photometric
system used in this experiment.
Refraction. The third term in the determination of
the loss of light is caused by the refraction of the
sunlight its it passes through the Martian atmos-
phere.
In Figure 8 there are:
^—Angle• of refraction
H L - Distance, sun—Mars
L„ - R Radius of Mars
Z7,---z=--. Height above the Martian surface
UY =dS =Ring surface produced b refracted light
beam in the distance	 front Mars
U'Y' = dS' = Ring surface produced by unrefracted
light beam (by absence of atmosphere)
HW=I
H =1.'
Figure 8. Geometrical relations for the calculation of the
loss of 1' ht caused by the refra ^lion of the sunlight as it
Passes through the Martian atmosphere.
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rThe loss of lig;lit is given by the ratio of the two
ri11g; surf m cs (IS and (IS'
	
dS'	 ?r( 1. . 1) 2 8(18	 (^)
(I'S
,r 
?rilodu
The angles 8 and 8' are very small aml from the
relations
R AN	 li+ N
Ito
it can be written
I	 /
	 Lo g o
	 +
e: . F	 ^' t^  8'	
1. a	 »
. -- 8' 	 _ ._	 l„ ► d.
1	 1	 1	 !
R z
and by substitution
1 + L IL( rR- n°) because of r« " L ; ro
do_ (L+l_dw da	 1
Further by substitution of the formula (6) it will be
(IS	
211 4 Z
and further
R_ i z IL( r. + rr)
d5'	 Ll `
	
R
(IS	 (	 w^	 UI	 ( W
dS'	 1
dS _ Rli 
N L1 
^ ^ ^ ^^
	
./ L1 ^ 
	
Il,
L	 + ^u
	d z ^„ r„
With regard to the small value of
R' 1
—
 1	 R1+R
dS'	 1
,»	 _ 
^
d5 
_ t __ ^w 
► ^4 (1 — R,] 1	 "^ ^r R ^rC
in consideration of the small value of w and 9ro
dS'1
it can be written	 dS _ .. _l__ ._a.^„". R
d» rQ
1111(1 fimelly
	
(IS'	 (I,-, R	 _ )
	
(i5	 I	 dz r0 .	 ( ,
w is calculated by the following; proceehere using
the fornuela of Laplace
H Ito z)	 ,,,
1^.J (Ii + :,,) V#
an(1, for the desired accuracy,
	
p l( R,. z )	 1It, ( It - N,J )
where:
Index of refraction at level z„ i az z
Index of refraction at level z„
P
should be adopted.
The r ,.► tin of W for earth and Mars will be
10)88 __ ft a M a and, using; mNgotP,
,„b
	 p6M6
..6 - p6PaK3
where W a ;-- 56 minutes of tire on the earth 's surface,
from
dz	 dP cdz , P = P„e ^'` , d 	 P„/i(.. n= ,
we obtain d °,	 -	 t
N
finally, the formula (7) will be
r
	
dS.- = 1 -- R	 fie n= ,
A second influence of refraction is to increase
the light flux because the value i ( see Figure 4)
will apparently decrease with the amount of re-
fraction W. The value to is very small and correc-
tion can be made using formula 8.
Solid Particles. The last term in the determination
of loss of light in the Martian atmosphere repre-
sents additional absorption caused by solid par-
ticles.
Generally, the value of such possible absorp-
tion as a function of z can be computed as a dif-
ference between the observed and calculated ab-
sorption for a given pressure on the Martian sur-
face. From the amount of the absorption, G, by
solid particles a relative step-by-step distribution
across the atmosphere can be obtained by a simple
computation of the path length of the light beam
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for each atmospheric
 
region with its uniforin con-
ventration of the particles, 'fhe results cats be com-
pared after making different assuntptienos regarding
atmosphere, temperature and chemical composition.
Discussion
The data in Figure 2, except for the eclipses
observed in June, was condensed into u single
diagram, Figure 9, The total absorption in magni-
tudes is plotted against the height above the Mar-
tian surface for the light beam passing between the
suit's canter and Phobos.
If there are no solid particles fit 	 atmosphere
of Afars, then it would be possible from the ab-
sorption at very high altitudes, 60 kilt or more, to
have a very sensitive criterion for the mean molec-
ular weight of gases at an assumed temperature
in the up(wr atmosphere, because the absorption
curve for high altitudes deI'm-nds strongly on fl.
igure 9 shows iminediately that some addi-
tional absorption by solid particles must be pres-
ent. at Ieast at high altitudes. The absorption
mea sured at 100 kill, for example, could not be
piwiuced at all by all 	 atmosphere with
►pore than 1W mb pressure oil surface. Even if
the atmosphere extends beyond a height of 150
kin, the molecular absorption tit it height cif 100
kill could still not be measured.
Therefore, the absorption at 90 kill be
neglected (for gas only), with the assumption of a
reasonable upper limit and a surface pressure of
80 inb. If the total absorption at this level is due
to solid particles, an assumption necessary to ex-
plain this absorption, the assumed pressure of 80
mb will be too high to explain the absorption curve
at the low level (below 80 kin). By successive ap-
r
roxiniation, changing the pressure (to lower and
ower values) and by changing the distribution of
the solid particles in the atmosphere, the observed
absorption curve was brought into very good
agreement with the computed absorption, see
Figure 9, for the following properties of the at-
mosphere:
Surface pressure
(865%, N.,+30% CO.,-+-5% A)	 P=30 mb
Mean molecular weight
	 m=33
Refraction angle on the surface	 w=2:8
Temperature, mean value	 T 100° K
Rayleigh extinction for one
Martian air mass	 k a =0'°030
Extinction caused by solid particles
from the elevation of 10 kin to the
top of the atmosphere perpendicular to
Martian surface	 G,,= oT038
For the present reductions, however, a most
probable value for the mean molecular weight, ac-
cording to spectroscopic measurements and the
F igure El. Measured and computed total loss of light in
magnitudes a% it function of the h0ght alx)vc they Martian
surfhicv.
very low probability of the presence of significant
amounts of the light gases H, and fie can be
adopted. The amount of argon is supposed to have
been generated by a radiogenic process during the
last 5 x 10 1 years. A change in the assumed mean
temperature of -+_ 20° K in this modal corresponds
to a change in the pressure of T5 inb at the sur-
face.
The distribution of solid particles which cor-
responds to this atmospheric model 
is1glure
esented in
Figure 10. Also, shown in this ame  is the
temperature change with height published by J.
Chamberlain (7). It shows the same trend as the
assumed relative concentration of solid particles.
Of course, it is also assumed that these have 	 the
siune (Itical properties everywhere in the Martian
atmos^^here. Significant is the highest density of
particles at an elevation of 120 to 130 kin. This is
the elevation of the mesopause, the coolest region
in the Martian atmosphere. This suggests that some
sort of condensing process is taking place at these
high levels.
Unfortunately, the estimation of the surface
l
wessure in this way is not definitive for pressures
ower than 30 mb. This means that it is possible to
find another special distribution of solid particles
which would produce good agreement between the
observed and calculated values of absorption for
all altitudes in the atmosphere for any given pres-
sure below 30 mb. Of course these difficulties are
not theoretical in nature. They are caused only by
the fact that the computed light variations accord-
ing to height for different pressures below 30 mb
with their corresponding distribution of solid par-
ticles, differ so little from one another that the at-
tainable accuracy of observation cannot distinguish
between them.
Figure 11 shows a very different distribution
of solid particles than that shown in Figure 10. For
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Figure 10. The distribution of solid pparticles its a function
of the height in the Martian atmospltere corresponding to
u 30 mb atmospheric model.
the distribution in Figure 11, a surface pressure of
only 10 mb is assumed. The other properties of
this atmospheric model are;
m = 43(70 /c, CO1 + 3091r, A)	 k a =W.,013
W -1:1	 C, = 0'^052
T=200c,K
This model should be near the lower limit of
the atmospheric pressure. This distribution of solid
particles shows a considerable difference from the
temperature than re with height. It has two max-
ima, the Arst, the Burger one, at a height of 40 kin,
and the second at 120 to 130 km.
Table II shows for two different surface tyres-sures the loss of light in magnitudes caused  a
gaseous atmosphere, D, (including all effects dis-
cussed in this raper) and the amount of absorption
by solid particles, C, as a function of height.
In conclusion, one might say that, with regard
to the ti"JkNiquue discussed in this paper, the value
of the surface pressure on Mars can be determined
only after the distribution of solid particles in the
Martian atmosphere has been established.
Blue Naze. In this section, the problem of "blue
haze" in the Martian atmosphere is discussed. The
spectral range (see Figure 7) of the optical system
V8
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Figure 11. The distribution of solid particles its it function
of the height in the Martian atmosphere corresponding to
it 10 mb atmospheric model.
was very broad, The total absorption caused by
solid particles from an elevation of 10 kin to the
top of the atmosphere measured perpendicularly to
TABLE 11
Absorption as a Function of Height for Two
Assumed Surface Pressures.
Z 10 mb 30 mb
km	 D C D C
0	 1.00 0.31 1.21 0.18
10	 0.48 0,34 0.72 0,20
20	 0. i9 0.36 0.40 0.21
30	 0.08 0.36 0.21 0.24
40	 0.31 0.34 0.10 0.25
50	 0.11 0,31 0.05 0.26
60	 0.00 0.27 0.02 0.25
70	 0.00 0,25 0,01 0.24
80 0.23 0.23
90 0.22 0,22
100 0.21 0.21
110 0.20 0.20
120 0.17 0.17
130 0.13 0,13
140 0.07 0.07
150 0.03 0.03
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the surface is OT038 for the 30 ml) model and
011052 for the 10 ml) model. This absorption is co ►n-
jImrable with tliv amount of zenith extinction by
glaze scattering found in the earth's atmosphere
when measured at high altitude observatories.
,k(A) Extinction
atx>v 0T03e
45(X) 0.031
5000 0.027
The optical thickness of the total Martian atmos-
phere in blue light, according; to the measurements
made during; the last two decades is approximately
0.1 to 0.2. In addition, scattering; theory indicates
that the optical tPekness of the blue haze cannot
be much greater than the same value, because
otherwise the haze alone would reflect snore blue
light than the total light observed. Scattering by
solid particles corresponding to extinctionof only
0".1038 or 0"'052 would not produce such an ap-
preciable effect. It seems that some additional ex-
tinction in the atmosphere below 10 km height
caused by unknown blue haze material must be
adopted. The observational method employed in
this paper could not be used to distinguish between
the thin absorption layer near the limb of the
planet and the limb itself.
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